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INTRODUCTION
Some of the historical wind generators have blazed the trail to the existing
modern designs. These are briefly described and their features and technical
specifications described as an inspiration for modern wind turbine designs. Many of their
features are adaptable to modern wind turbine designs such the use of ailerons and
coning.
Windmills were developed in the Middle East and Persia in the ninth century and
the technology was brought to Europe with the return of the crusaders to their homelands.
Electrical power generation with wind turbines was first reported around 1887 by James
Blyth, an electrical engineer to provide electrical power his holiday home at Maryhill in
Scotland, UK. Charles W. Brush of Cleveland Ohio, USA followed with a machine to
power his mansion. James Blyth produced a second version for the Montrose Asylum.

BRUSH WINDMILL AT CLEVELAND, OHIO
In 1887 Charles F. Brush (1849-1929) built the first operational wind machine for
electricity generation. Brush is one of the pioneers of the American electrical industry.
He invented an efficient Direct Current (DC) dynamo used in the public electrical grid,
the first commercial electrical arc light, and an efficient method for manufacturing lead
acid batteries. He founded the Brush Electric Company in Cleveland, Ohio. It was sold
in 1889, and in 1892 was merged with Edison General Electric Company under the name
of the current General Electric Company (GE).

Figure 1. Charles F. Brush 12 kW wind generator, built on the grounds of the
Charles F. Brush mansion, Cleveland, Ohio, USA, 1887.
The Charles Brush wind generator was a large machine with a rotor diameter of
17 m (50 ft) and 144 rotor blades made of cedar wood. Brush’s turbine operated for 20
years and charged batteries installed in the cellar of his mansion.
In spite of the large size of the turbine it powered a small 12 kW electrical
generator. The reason was that the slowly rotating drag force wind turbine of the
American wind rose type has a notoriously low efficiency.
The sail surface of the wheel was 1,800 square feet, the length of the tail which
turns the wheel towards the wind was 60 feet, and its width 20 feet. The turbine was
made automatic by an auxiliary vane extending from one side, and serving to turn the
wheel edgewise to the wind during a heavy gale to stop its rotation.
It was the first windmill to incorporate a step up gearbox with a gear ratio of 50:1
to turn a DC generator at its required operational speed of 500 rpm.

Figure 2. Charles F. Brush 1849-1929.

Figure 3 Various wind turbine wood and metallic designs on the Great Plains, Oklahoma,
USA.

THE GRANDPA’S KNOB SMITH PUTMAN WIND GENERATOR
The largest size USA early generation wind machine was designed by Palmer C.
Putman and J. B. Wilbur, and constructed by the S. Morgan Smith Company of York,
Pennsylvania. It was designated as the Smith-Putman machine and was sited at
Grandpa’s Knob, Vermont. It operated from October 1941 until March 1945.
It was a variable pitch two bladed rotor machine operating down wind of the
tower and operated by a hydraulic yaw motor.

It had a peak output rating of 1.25 MW at a rotor angular velocity of 28 rpm. The
rotors were 53 meters (175 ft) in diameter, made out of stainless steel, and weighed 14.5
metric tonnes (16 tons). It used full span pitch blade pitch control to keep operating at 28
rpm. It was a down wind machine capable of coning as a control feature.
The Smith-Putman machine operated in the early 1940’s until it ejected a blade on
March 26, 1945. The blade broke off near the hub, reportedly caused by metal fatigue.
The post war era witnessed the introduction of abundant and inexpensive fossil
fuels, preventing the economic feasibility of repairing it and reintroducing it into service,
so it was decommissioned. It remained until 1975 as the largest wind machine ever built.

Figure 4. Smith Putman 1,250 KW downwind turbine built in 1941 at Grandpa’s Knob,
Vermont, USA underwent a catastrophic failure of its rotor blade, which led to its
decommissioning.
Table 1. Technical Characteristics of the Smith Putman Wind machine.
Blades
Aerofoil profile
Constant chord
Useful blade length
Weight of each blade
Diameter
Rated power
Rated wind speed
Rotational speed
Tilt angle
Cone angle
Alternator
Gear up ratio

Rectangular untwisted, stainless steel
NACA 4418
3.7 m
20 m
6.9 t
53 m
1.25 MW
13.5 m/s
29 rpm
12o 30’
Variable 6-20o
1.25 MVA, 2.4 kV, 600 rpm
k = 20.6

Lattice tower height
Total weight

33 m
75 t

CONTROL
The regulation of the machine was by a hydraulic servomotor operating on the
blade pitch.
To reduce the bending stresses in the root sections of the blades, the angle
between the rotor shaft and the blade axes varied with the wind velocity and the
rotational speed of the blades. The rotor was designed to withstand 62 m/s wind speeds.
As a down wind machine, coning was possible.
To prevent the alternator from being forced out of phase and to hold the
connection to the grid, the wind rotor drove the generator through a hydraulic coupling
capable of slippage. Power peaks from wind gusts were absorbed by allowing the rotor
to accelerate.

WIND POWER HISTORY IN THE USA
The first large generator built in the USA was the Smith-Putnam turbine that was
installed in Vermont in 1941. It was rated at 1.25 MW and lasted for four years before a
blade broke off and the turbine was dismantled as being economically uncompetitive.
The wind turbine industry lay dormant until the oil crisis of 1973. Powerful
computers, better materials, and considerable experience in designing and fabricating
large metal structures like jet aircraft became available.
The best aerospace firms such as Boeing, Lockheed, General Electric and
Grumman were hired on government contracts to develop commercial utility scale wind
turbines within a short time period of 4-6 years.
The time to the first major failure of the first turbine, the MOD-0, was closer to
four weeks than to the four years of the pioneering Smith-Putnam machine.

Figure 5. Mounting the nacelle of the MOD-0 100 kW downwind turbine, Ohio, USA.

Figure 6. The MOD-0A 200 kW, downwind turbine built on the Island of Puerto Rico.

Figure 7. The MOD-1, 2 MW downwind wind turbine.

Figure 8. Two bladed MOD-2, 2.5 MW upwind wind turbines, State of Washington,
USA.

Table 2. Comparison of the technical specifications of early downwind and then upwind
USA wind generators.

Number or rotor blades
Rotor position
Rotational speed, rpm
Electrical generator power
output, MWe
Airfoil section
Weight of blades, t
Generator voltage, line to
line, kV
Effective swept area, m2
Coning angle, degrees
Hub height, m
Rotor Diameter, m
Rotor maximum
coefficient of performance,
Cp, max
Cut-in wind speed, hub
height, m/s
Rated wind speed, hub
height, m/s
Cut-off wind speed, hub
height, m/s
Maximum wind speed

MOD-0
2
downwind
40
0.1

MOD-0A
2
downwind
40
0.2

MOD-1
2
downwind
34.7
2.0

MOD-2
2
upwind
17.5
2.5

NACA-23000
2.09
0.48

NACA-23000
2.09
0.48

NACA-44XX
16.4
4.16

NACA-230XX
33.2
4.16

1,072
7
30
37.5
0.375

1.140
7
30
37.5
0.375

2,920
12
46
61.
0.375

6,560
0
61
91.5
0.382

4.3

5.4

7.0

6.3

7.7

9.7

14.6

12.4

17.9

17.9

19.0

20.1

66

67

66

66

Large aerospace firms built a single MOD-0 (100 kW), four MOD-0As (200 kW),
a MOD-1 (2.0 MW), and five MOD-2s (2.5 MW).
The Space Division of the General Electric Company at Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania designed and built the MOD-1 turbine, and the Boeing Company of Seattle,
Washington, built the two steel rotor blades.
None of these designs showed any promise of being reliable and economic
producers of electricity, and were learning experiences about what works and does not
work.
The MOD-1 design was heavy and costly and did not lead to an economical
machine. A stiff tower design criteria, a full span pitch control that required complex
heavy mechanisms, excessive space in the hub area, and a heavy bed plate to support the
weight on top of the tower, contributed to the weight and cost.
Another problem with the MOD-1 design was that it produced sub-audible
vibrations which rattled the windows of houses nearby. They were caused by the
interaction between the rotor and the tower producing 2 pulses per revolution with a
vibration frequency of 1.2 Hz. To reduce the effect, slower blade speeds were used, and
the steel blades were replaced with fiberglass blades.

Other problems arose during operation such as a broken low speed shaft, and a
reduction in government funding, led to dismantling the machine in 1982.
The MOD-2 was a second generation machine incorporating the experience
gained from the previous machines and was built by the Boeing Company. The twobladed rotors were upwind of the tower at 91.5 meters in diameter. The rotor rotational
speed was controlled at a constant 17.5 rpm. The rated power was 2.5 MW at a wind
speed of 12.4 m/s at the hub height of 61 meters.
To simplify the design and achieve a lower weight and cost, a partial span pitch
control was used instead of full span pitch control with just the outer 30 percent of the
span rotated or pitched to control the rotors speed and power.
To account for the loads caused by wind gusts and wind shear, the rotor was
designed to allow a teeter of up to 5 degrees in and out of the plane of rotation. In
contrast of the teeter plank used by children that is a plank balanced at the middle, the
rotor motion was around a horizontal pivot point in the air rather than the vertical one
used on the ground.
The structural tower was designed as flexible and soft rather than stiff or rigid.
Softness refers to the first mode natural frequency of the tower in bending relative to the
operating frequency of the system. The tower is excited and receives a pulse twice per
revolution for a two-bladed rotor system.
If the resonant frequency of the tower is larger than the exciting frequency, it is
considered as stiff. It is considered soft if the resonance frequency is less than the
exciting frequency. It is considered as very soft if the resonant frequency is less than half
the exciting frequency.
The MOD-2 turbine was excited at its resonant frequency for short time periods
during its startup and shutdown. This implies the need for careful startup and shutdown
of the turbine, much like any piece of heavy rotational machinery, to avoid a build up on
the oscillations that could damage or collapse the tower.
The welded steel shell design of the tower was more cost effective than the stiff
open truss design.
Three MOD-2 machines were built at the Goodnoe Hills around Gledendale,
Washington in 1981, with a unit in Wyoming and another in California.
Third generation machines were built by the GE company as MOD-5A and
Boeing as MOD-5B. They achieved a reduction in the cost of electricity by ¼ to 3.75
cents/kW.hr in 1980 dollars.
The GE MOD-5A used a rotor made out of wood with a diameter of 122 m or 400
ft and a rated power of 6.2 MW at a wind speed of 13 m/s or 29 mph at a hub height of 76
meters or 420 ft. The rotor had two rotational speeds: 13 and 17 rpm, depending on wind
conditions.
The Boeing MOD-5B had a rated power of 7.2 MW with a rotor diameter of 128
m or 420 ft. The rotor was made of steel with wood tips. A variable speed generator was
used instead of the fixed speed one used in conjunction of the MOD-2 design.
The MOD series of turbines was terminated in the mid 1980s with an end of
government funding.
A number of underfunded small companies patiently learned how to build
respectable smaller wind turbines in the 50–100 kW rated power range over a 10-15 years
learning period.

Figure 9. The Micon, 19 m diameter wind turbine in the mountain passes of California,
USA.

Figure 10. Kenetech wind turbine with a truss tower, California, USA 1994.
After development times of 30 years or more, significant changes are still being
made in an effort to further improve reliability and reduce costs.

Sizes are being increased to take advantages of the economies of scale, with
turbines presently available are in the range of 7 MW by European manufacturers.
These fast and large changes in size and technology have resulted in short lived
components, which then demanded expensive field modifications.
It has required more than 30 years for developing the MW power level wind
turbines, starting with substantial government funding and a worldview where everyone
knew that it could be done with incremental advances in materials and computer codes
for the design of the rotor blades and towers.

POUL LA COUR WIND TURBINES, ASKOV, DENMARK
Poul la Cour (1846-1908), originally trained as a meteorologist, at Askov,
Denmark realized that fast rotating lift or aerodynamic wind turbines with few rotor
blades are more efficient for electricity production than slow moving drag or impulse
wind turbines.
He was a pioneer of modern aerodynamics, and built a wind tunnel for his
experiments. He addressed the issue of energy storage, and used the electricity from his
wind turbines to produce hydrogen from water electrolysis for use in the gas light in the
school where he taught. Due to oxygen as impurity in the hydrogen that he produced,
several hydrogen explosions occurred.

Figure 11. Poul La Cour wind turbines, Askov, Denmark, 1897.

Figure 12. Christine and Poul La Cour, 1846-1908.

ULRICH HUTTER WIND MACHINE, GERMANY
The Ulrich Hutter wind machines pioneered the German wind mill industry and
operated around 1957 (Fig. 13).
Ulrich Hutter developed a series of advanced, horizontal axis designs of
intermediate size that used airfoil type fiberglass and plastic blades with variable pitch to
provide light weight and high efficiencies.
His unique design approach sought to reduce bearing and structural failures by
shedding the aerodynamic loads, rather than withstanding them as did the Danish
approach. One of the most innovative load shedding design features was the use of a
bearing at the rotor hub that allowed the rotor to teeter in response to wind gusts and
vertical wind shear. Ulrich Hutter's advanced designs achieved over 4,000 hours of
operation before the experiments ended in 1968.
The use of flexible teetering hubs rather than rigid ones has been a major
advantage of the European wind turbines manufacturers which allowed them to dominate
the global wind turbines market, until adoption by the other manufacturers.

Figure 13. Ulrich Hutter two and three-bladed wind machines, Germany, 1957.

STEPHEN HOOPER VERTICAL AXIS WIND MACHINE, USA
An early vertical axis wind machine was conceived by Stephen Hooper in the
USA around 1816 (Fig. 14).

Figure 14. Stephen Hooper vertical axis mill design, 1816.

VESTER EGESBORG JOHANNES JUUL WIND TURBINE,
DENMARK

Johannes Juul was a student of Poul La Cour as far back as 1904, and became a
wind pioneer in the 1950s building the first alternating current wind turbine at Vester
Egesborg in Denmark.

Figure 15. Johannes Juul’s Vester Egesborg turbine.

GEDSER JOHANNES JUUL WIND TURBINE, DENMARK
The Gedser wind turbine was built in 1956 by Johannes Juul for the electrical
utility of SEAS. It operated from 1957 to 1966. Gedser is a windy location at the
southern end of the Falster Island in Denmark. The turbine was a three bladed upwind
turbine equipped with an asynchronous generator. Its rotors, connected with guy wires,
were stall controlled.
It generated on average 450 MW.hr/year corresponding to 900 kW.hr/year per
square meter of the rotor swept area.
The machine included a three bladed upwind rotor with fixed pitch blades that
used mechanical windmill technology augmented with an airframe support structure.
To reduce the bending stresses at the hub, the blades were connected with stays.
The blade construction was derived from the techniques used in classical wind mills: they
consisted of wooden frames fixed on steel beams. These wooden frames were then
covered with aluminum alloy sheets.
Its builder Johannes Juul invented the emergency aerodynamic rotor tip brakes
which are released by the centrifugal force in the case of rotor over speed. Such a safety
feature is used in modern stall controlled wind turbines.
The rotational speed was held constant by the asynchronous generator connected
to it. In case of disconnection from the grid and racing, the ailerons placed at the tips of

the blades rotated 60 degrees by the action of a servomotor controlled by a fly wheel
regulator. The aileron area was equal to 12 percent of the rotor blade surface. A
mechanical brake stopped the wind turbine.
The turbine was at some point the largest wind turbine in the world, operating for
11 years without significant maintenance. It was refurbished in 1975 and provided the
National Aeronautical and Space Administration (NASA) with measurements data for the
nascent USA wind program.

Figure 16. Johannes Juul’s 200 kW Gedser upwind wind machine.
The dismantled nacelle of the machine is on display at the Electricity Museum at
Bjerringbro, Denmark.
Table 3. Technical Specifications of the Gedser upwind turbine.
Rotor blades
Aerofoil profile
Useful blade length
Blade chord
Setting angle near the hub
Diameter
Rotational speed
Rated power at a given wind speed

Three fixed twisted blades
Upwind configuration
NACA 4312
9m
1.54 m
16 degrees, at the tip: 3 degrees
24 m
30 rpm
60 kW at 5 m/s

Cut in wind speed
Cut out wind speed
Design tip speed ratio (TSP)
Generator
Gear up ratio
Tower

200 kW at 17 m/s
5 m/s
20 m/s
5
Induction, 200 kW, 8 poles, slip: 1 percent
at full load
25, using a double chain
Concrete
24 m height

CHRISTIAN RIISAGER WIND TURBINE

Figure 17. Riisager wind turbine.
Christian Riisager, a carpenter built a small version of the Gedser wind turbine in
his backyard with a rated power output of 22 kW. He pioneered the field of small wind
turbines in the 1980s using an electric motor as a generator, and automobile parts as gears
and brakes. He was later imitated by a large number of wind enthusiasts.

DARRIUS VERTICAL AXIS WIND MACHINES

Modern vertical axis rotors were introduced in France by Georges J. M. Darrieus
in the 1920s. Of the several rotors Darrieus designed, was a rotor as a slender curved
airfoil section blade attached at the top and bottom of a rotating vertical tube.
The largest USA Darrieus machine was a 34 meters variable speed machine,
developed by Sandia National Laboratory at New Mexico and operated at the USDA
Agricultural Research Station in Amarillo, Texas to provide experimental data.

Figure 18. Variable speed 34 meters Darrieus machine developed by Sandia National
Laboratory at New Mexico and operated at the USDA Agricultural Research Station in
Amarillo, Texas, USA.
In Canada, development reached the multi megawatt scale, with the 4.2 MW
Project Eole turbine on Magdalen Island in the St. Lawrence River.

Figure 19. Eole C 4.2 MW Darrieus vertical axis wind turbine, Cap Chat, Québec,
Canada.
Development in the USA progressed in an orderly manner from 5 to 10 then 17
meters experimental machines to a 17 meter machine commercialized by FloWind that
used technology developed at the Sandia National Laboratory at New Mexico.

Figure 20. Vertical axis wind turbines held by guy wires.

ANDREAU ENFIELD WIND TURBINE
This design was conceived by the French engineer Andreau and built by the
British Enfield Company for the British Electric Authority. Is was built at Saint Albans,
UK at a wooded site with irregular wind leading to inconclusive results. Electricité et
Gaz d’Algérie acquired the machine in 1957 and re-erected at Grand Vent, Algeria.
In the Andreau Enfield design, the two articulated rotors tips are hollow. As they
rotate, the centrifugal force caused the air inside the blades from the hub to the tips. This
generated a low pressure region in a hollowed tower inside which a turbine and an
alternator would rotate.
The machine was a down wind self orienting one, assisted by a power control
system. It used automatic pitch control by a hydraulic servomotor, and used variable
coning.
Table 4. Technical Specifications of the Andreau Enfield wind turbine.
Rated power
Rated wind speed
Control
Turbine rotational speed
Sucked air discharge
Alternator
Tower height

100 kW
13.5 m/s
Power output held constant from 13.5-29
m/s wind speed
Variable
Maximum: 95.4 rpm
1,655 m3/min
100 kW, 415 V
30 m

Figure 21. The Enfield Andreau pneumatic gear turbine concept.
The design was characterized by a low overall efficiency at 22 percent caused by
an observed air intake at the rotating joints near the hub caused by the articulated blade
design. Its constitutive four elements: the wind turbine, the fan, air turbine and alternator,
were placed in series, and the overall efficiency was the product of their individual
efficiencies. The blades were not perfectly stream lined, but their efficiency reached 73
percent of the Betz limit nevertheless.
The simplest form of the concept is to just use a deflector into a turbine. Such
designs can be placed on the roofs of tall buildings, supplementing their energy needs.

FRIDJTJOF HANSEN, FRAM SHIP TURBINE
In 1891 the Arctic polar explorer Fridjtjof Nansen sought to reach the North Pole
by having his ship drift with the ice to the pole in the Arctic Ocean.
He hired a Norwegian naval architect of Scottish descent named Colin Archer to
design a ship with a rounded hull that lacked a pronounced keel and had wells that
allowed the rudder and propeller to be hauled up to safety in the event of crushing ice.
The hold of the ship was braced with large timbers. To warm the explorers,
Nansen insulated his vessel with thick felt, reindeer hair, cork shavings, and tar.
To fight off the perpetual blackness of the polar night, a wind turbine was
installed to run electric arc lamps. Below deck were a cozy saloon decorated with carved
dragon's heads and a library that Nansen stocked with some 600 carefully chosen books.
His wife, Eva, christened the ship: Fram, meaning “forward.” With a crew of 13
and provisions for five years, Nansen left Oslo in the summer of 1893, and returned in
1896.
The Fram continued to ride the ice floes toward the Pole at the creaky pace of a
few miles a day. Despite several mishaps, including a polar bear attack that ended with
one crewman bitten and two dogs dead, the first two years of the journey were easy. The

men ate well in the bright, warm saloon, where an automatic organ played through the
long Arctic nights and the electric lamps. Fram reached in the northern latitudes to no
other vessel had been before and Fridjtjof Nansen and his companion Hjalmar Johansen
with sled and dogs reached the latitude 86o 14’ on April 7, 1895; 226 miles from the
North Pole.

Figure 23. Norway’s Fridtjof Nansen, a pioneer of Arctic polar exploration equipped his
ship with a steam engine and lights run by a wind turbine powered electric generator.
National Library of Norway Picture Collection.
The Fram wooden schooner was later used by Amundsen in Antartica in his first
journey to the South Pole and is preserved on the Bygdǿy Peninsula, by Oslo, in a pointy
glass and metal structure that rises from the water line in the shape of the letter A.
Nansen was named as high commissioner for the League of Nations, helped repatriate
prisoners of war and solve refugee problems in Turkey and Russia following World War
I, and earned the Nobel Peace prize in 1922. His house in Lysaker, north of Oslo, called
Polhǿgda, is an institute devoted to the politics of energy and the environment and a
small museum.
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